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mainland that Columbus found, but that is named after
Vespucci. Then, one morning, being bored stiff with the
sea and seafaring, I wondered whether one would not be
able to land on the new continent. I asked Miss Hall what
happened behind Jamaica and Cuba and the Saragossa Sea,
. . . What towns there were, and did the buffalo there still
range the plains?
She produced a big atlas and opened it at a sectional map
that included Jamaica and Cuba and ended just at the
Western extremity of the State of Tennessee. There I saw
a round spot, representing a town, with beside it the descend-
ing blue wriggle of a river. I plumped the end of my index
finger on it and asked : "There, what's that?"
Again the divine smile and the voice saying:
"That's Memphis, ... I once sang there/' ... I don't
know how she had come to sing there* I fancy she went
with some choir from Ontario. . . . Or perhaps McGrowder,
R.A., had tried the South before Canada.
Anyhow, contentment settled on me. There, it seemed to
me, at the end of my Western voyages, was Memphis. . . .
Who could doubt that there I should find the columns and
the lotus flowers and the Nile and the hippopotamus? . . .
As if, at the end of my journey, I should have done that in
which failed Columbus and Hudson and Willoughby and
Barentz. ... I should have found through the Old
Dominion the passage to gorgeous and perfumed Memphis.
. . . The East. . . . Miss Hall had no doubt sung there. . . .
In an Egyptian skirt, with a coronal of asps and lotus, and a
great, crinkled mane of hair . . . always in profile ... to
Pharaoh and Cleopatra on their triremes. . . .
That was how it was. . . .
I have forgotten to say how the hippopotamus makes
possible the Zoological Gardens of Memphis, Tennessee. . . .
It is because the tranquil females of that species who slumber
eternally in the Memphite tanks so liberally reward the
affections of their spouses—so liberally and with such
regularity that the Gardens Authority is able to support
itself by the sale of the young ones. . . . And the old ones
came originally from the Nile.

